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Synopsis:

Jenny Pearson is the queen of comedy writing that bursts
with empathy and a whole lot of heart! Grandpa Frank’s Great
Big Bucket List highlights the value of cross-generational
relationships and how rewarding it is to look after someone
else. Hilarious and touching, this is a book to smile through. 

With a dying step-grandmother’s last request, a grandfather
he never knew he had and a whole heap of money, Frank
Davenport’s life is about to change forever! 

Anyone would think a huge inheritance would make life easier
but when Frank’s parents, who struggle with their own
finances, insist there must be a mistake and his Dad should
inherit the money instead, Frank has to come up with a plan
to keep hold of every penny and use it for what it was
intended – looking after his grandpa. He decides the best way
to do this is to create a bucket list – a list of amazing,
exhilarating, once-in-a-lifetime experiences that Grandpa
Frank will never forget. 

Cue laughable mishaps, exciting adventures and some really
tender moments as Frank gets to know his grouchy yet
charming grandpa. Their relationship proves to be something
very special. Will they be able to keep ticking items off the
bucket list until they reach the final goal – repairing their
family – or will it all go catastrophically wrong? 



Themes:

Content warning:

Family 
Cross-generational relationships 
Dementia 
Money issues 
Living Your Best Life 
Funny Adventures 
Forgiveness 

Grandpa Frank’s Great Big Bucket List centres around
Frank’s relationship with his aging grandfather who
has dementia. Some days, Grandpa Frank is as sharp
as a tack but other days, he confuses Frank with his
father (Grandpa Frank’s son) and becomes angry and
sad at his own confusion. Frank’s grandfather dies at
the end. 
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National Curriculum Links: 

Grandpa Frank’s Great Big Bucket List is just right for readers
in Upper Key Stage Two and Key Stage Three. With accessible
vocabulary and a funny story, it will appeal to many different
readers. The use of slang and interesting expressions gives
children a chance to explore language and discover phrases
might not have known before. 

The themes of mental health, cross-generational
relationships, and the illness and loss of a grandparent all fit
into areas of PSHE and provide excellent opportunities for
discussion. Frank’s dad’s questionable business practices also
provide opportunities to discuss money and integrity when
entering into agreements with others. 

Like Jenny Pearson’s other books, Grandpa Frank’s Great Big
Bucket List promotes empathy. It helps children to
understand what Frank is going through whether it’s not
having many friends, falling out with parents, caring for a
grandparent or understanding dementia. 
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If you enjoy this you'll enjoy...

The Incredible Record Smashers by Jenny Pearson 

The Super Miraculous Journey of Freddie Yates by Jenny

Pearson 

The Perfect Parent Project by Stewart Foster 

Lori and Max by Catherine O’Flynn 

Lori and Max and the Book Thieves by Catherine O’Flynn 

The Land of Roar by Jenny McLachlan 

Millions by Frank Cottrell Boyce 

Sleep-over Take-over by Simon James Green 

Bad Nana: Older Not Wiser by Sophy Henn 

Demolition Dad by Phil Earle 
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Key vocabulary

knock-off 
chuffed 
invest 

CHAPTER 1:

questionable 
primarily 
rift 

CHAPTER 3:

hesitation 
geriatric 
double-crossed 

CHAPTER 5:

fungi 
solitude 
nonagenarians

CHAPTER 7:

motivated 
monumental 
atmosphere

CHAPTER 9:

disregard 
delicate 
substantial  

CHAPTER 2:

plotted 
get-rich-quick scheme 
bonding 

CHAPTER 4:

marmoset 
deerstalker hat 
rebellious 

CHAPTER 6:

maintenance 
Zimmer-frame 
bucket list 

CHAPTER 8:

canvases 
patient 
professional

CHAPTER 10:
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Key vocabulary

craning 
metaphorical 
ecstatic 

CHAPTER 11:

extraordinary 
wicker 
misgivings

CHAPTER 13:

traumatic 
brace position 
manoeuvre

CHAPTER 15:

angling 
traipsing 
frowned upon 

CHAPTER 17:

trotting 
contraption 
hydraulic

CHAPTER 19:

ordeal 
omission 
gormless   

CHAPTER 12:

perspective 
revelation 
regulations 

CHAPTER 14:

dressing-down 
commandeer 
acupuncture

CHAPTER 16:

companionship 
Newfoundland dog 
hijack 

CHAPTER 18:

canvases 
patient 
professional

CHAPTER 20:
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Key vocabulary

tannoy 
disqualified 
overshadowed 

CHAPTER 21:

commotion 
wince 
convinced

CHAPTER 23:

leisure 
synchronised-swimming 
disorientated 

CHAPTER 25:

bawling 
resident 
tempted 

CHAPTER 27:

persistent 
scarpered 
pacing

CHAPTER 29:

catastrophically 
pursuit 
regrets 

CHAPTER 22:

arthritis 
simulator 
mammals

CHAPTER 24:

dodgy 
legal 
scheme

CHAPTER 26:

parkour 
meme 
landscape 

CHAPTER 28:

pneumatic 
truant 
ravenous

CHAPTER 30:
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Key vocabulary

priority 
adrenal glands 
anticipation

CHAPTER 31:

slayed it 
exhilaration 
overdramatic

CHAPTER 33:

wind currents 
regret 
commotion

CHAPTER 35:

drifted 
piddle about 
ruse

CHAPTER 37:

boondoggle 
epic 
situation 

CHAPTER 39:

barricaded 
wheeling and dealing 
meter’s running

CHAPTER 41:

reasonable 
horsepower 
throttle

CHAPTER 32:

inspired 
maniac 
convincing 

CHAPTER 34:

captors 
persuaded 
momentum 

CHAPTER 36:

despair 
pensioners 
cable-tied 

CHAPTER 38:

aquatic 
innate 
veteran 

CHAPTER 40:

vision 
state-of-the-art 
assets 

CHAPTER 42:
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A Surprise (Prologue – Chapter 3) 

What is Frank’s family tradition? (p.5) 
What was the mix-up that meant Frank ended up with £462,000?
(p.6) 
Why were Frank’s classmates angry with him? (p.9) 
What does Frank’s dad think is the smell of success? (p.11) 
Why does Frank’s mum call his dad a proper charmer? (p.11) 
Was Frank’s dad’s plan with the toy ponies a success? What
happened? (p.14) 
What is your first impression of Frank’s dad? (chapter 1) 
How does Frank’s mum feel about all of his dad’s schemes? (p.19-21) 
What is surprising about the visit from Mr Foster? 
What is one of the first things Frank thinks he could buy with the
money? (p.31) 
Why is it ironic that Mr Foster tells Frank’s dad he has to work to the
law? (p.33) 
What is the surprise condition that comes with the money? (p.34) 
Step-grandma Nora promises Frank a reward for looking after his
grandfather. What do you think the reward could be? (p. 36) 

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.
13.
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Meeting Grandpa Frank (Chapter 4-8) 

How does Frank feel about discovering he has a grandpa living so
close to him?  
What are Frank’s parents trying to convince him to do with the
money? Why? (p.44) 
Where does Frank’s mum spend a lot of her time? Why? (p.48) 
What are Frank’s first impressions of Autumnal Leaves Residential
Home? (p.46-53) 
Why does Frank say, “While I admired his rebellious nature, it made
me feel a bit sad for him.”? (p.57) 
Frank and Grandpa Frank try to work out Nora’s reasons for giving
Frank the task of looking after his grandpa. What do you think her
reasons might have been? (p.64) 
How is Grandpa Frank dressed like someone who doesn’t care.?
(p.65) 
What does Grandpa Frank want to do with the money? (p.71) 
According to Grandpa Frank, what do old people need? (p.73) 
Frank is worried about Grandpa Frank running away from the
residential home. Something Grandpa Frank says tells Frank he
won’t run away and also that he is very lonely. What does he say?
(p.78) 
Frank tries to find out about grandparent maintenance. What does
that mean? (p.79) 
What does caring for Grandpa Frank mean to Frank? (p.83) 

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.
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Operation Grandpa Frank’s Great Big
Bucket List (Chapter 9-20) 

What does Frank mean when he says, “…all I had to do was sell it to
him in the right way.”? (p.85) 
Are Frank’s parents going to let him get on with caring for Grandpa
Frank? (p. 86) 
What meant Operation Grandpa Frank’s Great Big Bucket List was all
systems go? Why is this important? (p.89) 
How does Frank feel when he’s riding in the limo? (p.93) 
What does Stephen mean when he says Grandpa Frank had a few
fuzzy moments? (p.95) 
Who does Grandpa Frank think Frank is when he arrives with the
Bucket List? (p.96) 
How does Grandpa Frank react to the idea of the Bucket List? (p. 99) 
Why does Frank call the newspaper “a metaphorical barrier to
maintain distance between us”? (p.103) 
Why is Frank worried about his dad? (p.105-107) 
How does the author foreshadow that something might go wrong
with the hot air balloon trip? (p. 109) 
What evidence is there that Balloon Dave doesn’t always follow
safety guidelines? (p. 109 & 127) 
What surprising thing does Frank spot as the balloon descends?
(p.129) 
How does the author build up tension and comedy in chapter 15? 
Why was Stephen hurt and disappointed? (p.141-142) 
Does Frank’s mum believe him when he tells her about their hot air
balloon adventure? (p.147-148) 
How does Grandpa Frank react when Frank tells him about Dicky?
(p.153) 

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
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Operation Grandpa Frank’s Great Big
Bucket List continued...

17. How are Grandpa Frank and Dicky similar? (p. 156) 
18. Why does Janice call Grandpa Frank Grandpa Gorgeous? (p.162) 
19. At the end of chapter 19, Frank realises that he and Grandpa Frank
have both changed. How have they changed? 
19. Why was Frank delighted to travel to the dog show in Dogs and Do’s    
van? (p.166) 
20. Why is it difficult for Frank to talk with Grandpa Frank about his
dad? (p. 168) 
21. What very special item does Frank add to the Bucket List? (p. 170) 
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A Change (Chapter 21-26)

Why does Frank think the stress of competing in the dog show is
getting to Grandpa Frank? (p.173) 
How does the author create comedy in chapter 22? 
Why didn’t Grandpa Frank let go of the lead? (p. 186) 
Why does Frank ask his dad to come and see Grandpa Frank? (p.191-
192) 
What reason does Frank’s dad give for all the things he’s done? (p.
193) 
How has Frank changed the lives of the other residents at Autumnal
Leaves Residential Home? 
What clues are there that the swimming with dolphins activity is not
what Frank is expecting? (p.200-202) 
What turns out to be the misunderstanding with the swimming with
dolphins plan? (chapter 20) 
Why does Florence say Grandpa was “a natural with impeccable
timing and a true flair for the sport”? (p.208) 
After the session, there are two things that are unexpected about
Florence. What are they? (210-211) 
Why hasn’t Frank been thinking about the actual reward he’ll be
getting for caring for his grandpa? (p. 212) 
Mr Maloney calls Frank a lucky boy. Does Frank agree with him?
(p.214) 
Why won’t Frank give his dad the money? Do you agree with Frank?
(p. 216)  
Why is “What’s left of the money” an important sentence in this
story? (p.218) 

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
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Moving In (Chapter 27-33) 

Frank doesn’t think he should cry in front of his grandpa but
Grandpa Frank disagrees. Explain why. (p.220-221) 
What do Frank and Grandpa Frank have in common when it comes
to Frank’s dad? (p.222) 
Is Parkour the kind of activity you would expect a grandpa to do?
(p.225-226) 
Why did Frank tell his mum he was staying at a mate’s? (p.238) 
How does Grandpa Frank try to make amends with Frank’s dad? (p.
241) 
How do Frank and Grandpa Frank’s roles change at the end of
chapter 29? 
When Frank thinks back on his time with Grandpa Frank, how does
he wish he’d acted differently? (p. 246) 
Why is monster trucking going to be the last activity on the Bucket
List? (p.249) 
What do you think happened to the rest of the money?  
Why was “Easy does it” not what Frank expected to hear when he
booked a monster-truck experience? (p.261) 
Why does Frank say “I should have looked a bit harder” before
Grandpa Frank drives up the mound of dirt? (p. 265) 

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.
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Lessons Learned (Chapter 34-42) 

What happened to Frank’s dad? (p.273-274) 
Why hasn’t Frank’s mum called the police? (p.275) 
Why did Grandpa Frank say thank you to Frank’s mum? (p.276) 
Why couldn’t Frank find a way to tell his mum he didn’t have
the £200,000? (p.282) 
How does Frank’s dad convince his captors that the people in
the hot air balloon couldn’t possibly be the police? (p.288) 
Why does Mr Kay think Grandpa Frank is Sherlock Holmes?
(p.289) 
Throughout the story, how has Dicky been helpful in tricky
situations? (p.294) 
What impression do you get of Frank’s mum in this part of the
story? (p.290-295) 
What is revealed about Frank’s mum’s tennis club
membership? (p.296) 
When Frank tells everyone he spent the money, it “went down
like a lead hot-air balloon”. What does this expression mean? 
What did Frank spend the rest of the money on? Why? (p.300-
301) 
Who saved Frank’s dad in the end? (p.303) 
Why is chapter 39 entitled “Never underestimate old people”?  
Why does Florence call Mr Kay’s job a “boondoggle of epic
proportions”? (p.307) 
What makes Florence agree to forget about the £200,000
Frank’s dad owes her? (p.312) 
When Frank’s dad wants to go home, why does Frank’s mum
say “Oh, it’s not over for you yet, sunshine.” (p.314) 
How are they all going to “have a proper good go at being a
family”? (p.316) 
What is sad about Grandpa Frank saying, “Today’s a day I won’t
forget.”? (p.318) 
How does Frank’s dad know he’s loved by Grandpa Frank in the
end? (p.323) 
What was Frank’s reward for caring for Grandpa Frank? (p.325) 

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.
14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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After Reading 

Which activities would you have on your own bucket
list? 
On page 192, Frank’s dad says, “People don’t change”.
How do characters change in this story? 
How is Frank’s relationship with his father similar to his
dad’s relationship with Grandpa Frank? 
How did all the items on Grandpa Frank’s Bucket List
come together to help save Frank’s dad in the end? 
Frank’s dad regretted not making up with his father
sooner. What lesson can we learn from this? 
How did Grandpa Frank’s paintings change from the
beginning to the end of the story? What would you
paint? 
What does “living your best life” mean to you? 
How can changing your point of view help you to
understand things differently? 
How can caring for others bring you happiness? 
What do Frank and Grandpa Frank learn about having a
go at things? What things are you nervous about having
a go at?  
What does this story teach us about forgiveness? 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
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Writing ideas:

Work in a group to design your own escWrite a scene from
Grandpa Frank’s point of view. What would he be thinking and
feeling in the situation? 
Write a list of how you would spend £462,00. 
Write your own Bucket List. 
Write a Bucket List for someone else – maybe a list of
activities you could do with a grandparent. 
Choose another activity for Frank and his grandpa to do
together. Write a funny scene full of mishaps. Be sure to
include Dicky. 
Design and label a new games room for Autumnal Leaves
Residential Home. 
Write a character description of your favourite character. 
Tell the story of one of the minor characters in Grandpa
Frank’s Great Big Bucket List: Balloon Dave, Dicky, Janice and
Paul, Florence, Stephen… 
Write an advertisement for one of the activities Frank and
Grandpa Frank do together. 
Create a wanted poster for the people who kidnap Frank’s dad. 
Write a newspaper report about the incident on top of
Grigsby’s carpark. 
Write an argument and be sure to explain both sides – Should
Frank be allowed to keep the money? 
Write an interview with one of the characters. What would you
ask them? What would their answers be? Would different
characters have different answers to the same questions? 
Write some interview questions for the author. 
Write a book review of Grandpa Frank’s Great Big Bucket List.
What did you like about it? Who else would enjoy it?  
Write a blurb for the back of the book. Make it intriguing
without giving away the plot. 
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Cross-Curricular Links

Design a hot air balloon. 
Imagine you are up in the hot air balloon. Create an aerial
map of the place where you live. (p.130) 
Try some Parkour. Make sure you know how to land safely! 
Try synchronised swimming. Can you do all the moves
described on pages 207/208? 
Find out how you can support rescue dogs in your area.
Raise money for the local animal rescue charity. 
Find out how you can volunteer to help your local care
home. Perhaps you and your classmates could write cards
for the residents, sing carols at Christmas time or join
them for some games.
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